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Burton Civic Society, each year presents a series of talks highlighting various topics that may be of interest to both members and
friends of the society.
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The talks are held at Burton Library, on Wednesday at 7:00pm for a
7:15pm start.
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September 25th

September 25th

Ian Hingley

Old Sayings
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Old Sayings

An exploration of sayings with an insight to there meanings
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October 16th
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Jerry Sanders Burton Waterways
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Burton’s gateway to the world

Burton’s gateway to the world

November 20th
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Richard Stone Robert Bakewell Ironsmith
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The man who created the birdcage arbour at Melbourne Hall and his craft.
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February 19th

Gay Evans

Laurence Shirley
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Laurence Shirley

The last English nobleman hanged for murder. A tale of wealth, separation,
murder and hanging, centred on Staunton Harold Hall in Leicestershire.
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March 18th
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Danny Wells

Cheers

Danny Wells

A history of pubs and drinks.
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April 22nd
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Alan Hiley Burton and Ashby Light Railway

Cheers

Alan Hiley Burton and Ashby Light Railway

A Journey in photo’s along the old tramway route to see how it looked then
and how it looks now.
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Should you require any more information on any aspects of the talks or the venue, then
please do not hesitate to drop us an email on talks@burtoncivicsociety.org.uk
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